2	A BOOK OF BURLESQUE.
for whom Shakespeare, as a professional actor, could have
only an amused contempt.
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"The Bard" parodied, but he did not burlesque. That
was left to the initiative of the gifted literary Dioscuri,
Beaumont and Fletcher. "The Knight of the Burning
Pestle," which saw the light in 1611, is not wholly a travestie,
but it contains a travestie within itself. In the main it is
a dramatic exposition of a love story, the scene of which is
laid in the middle-class life of the time. Ralph, the Knight
of the Burning Pestle, is by no means the hero of the tale;
rather is he an excrescence upon it. A grocer and his wife
sit on the stage, and suggest to the actors that Ralph, tbair
apprentice, shall take part in the performance. Ttoey want
a play in which a grocer shall do " admirable thinks," and
Ralph is bound to do them. The apprentice, it worn!
is an amateur actor—he " hath played before," and ;
no difficulty" in adapting himself to the situation,
enters, it is " like a grocer in his shop, with two
reading < Palmerin of England.'" This gives us the
the satire. Ralph is to burlesque the romances of crWalry,
which were then so common in England, as elsewhere.
" Palmerin of England " had been " translated out of French "
by Anthony Munday and assistants, and published between
1580 and 1602. Ralph starts with a quotation from i
then goes on to say:—
Certainly those knights are much to be commended who, neglecting
their possessions, wander with a squire and a dwarf through the der.srts
to relieve poor ladies.... There are no such courteous and fair well-
spoken knights in this age.	'
He whom Palmerin would have called " Fair Sir," and
she whom Rosiclear would have called " Right beauteous

